Photonic bandgap infrared spectrometer
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We propose and demonstrate an infrared (IR) absorption spectrometer, made with a spatially variable photonic bandgap (PBG) structure, a blackbody source, and a simple IR detector, to identify the IR molecular fingerprints of analyte molecules. The PBG-based structure consists of thermally evaporated, IR transparent, high-refractive-index chalcogenide quarter-wave stacks (QWS) with a cavity layer. Spatial variation of the very sharp transmission peak due to the QWS cavity mode allows the structure to be used as a variable IR filter. Our proposed IR-PBG spectrometer can be used for detection and identification of volatile organic compounds. © 2010 Optical Society of America

1. Introduction
In infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy, the molecular fingerprint of an analyte is obtained by passing an IR beam through the sample while observing the resulting characteristic absorption spectrum. Because only an incoherent blackbody source can be used to cover the whole IR spectrum, the spectral resolution of the absorption peaks are obtained either by a Fourier transform IR (FTIR) spectrometer, by carrying out direct spectral measurements using dispersive techniques, or via filter spectrometers designed specifically for a single wavelength that operate as on/off chemical sensors. In this paper, we introduce an IR absorption spectrometer based on a spatially/spectrally variable filter [1] that, unlike fixed filter spectrometers, enables concurrent measurement of any spectrally relevant IR spectrum. The photonic bandgap (PBG) filter is based on a spatially varying PBG multilayer fabricated from chalcogenide quarter-wave stacks [2,3]. Chalcogenide glasses [4,5] are excellent materials to be used in IR devices because chalcogen elements (S, Se, and Te) make stable IR transmitting glasses, such as As–S, As–Se and Ge–As–Se–Te (GAST), that can be readily deposited using thermal evaporation. Therefore, high refractive index contrast chalcogenides are being extensively used in PBG mirrors [6,7], filters [1,8], fibers [9], and in chemical and biological sensors [10,11].

2. Spectrometer Design and Numerical Simulation
The IR-PBG spectrometer consists of a spatially/spectrally variable chalcogenide PBG filter, a hot filament as a blackbody source, and a simple IR detector or bolometer array that measures the intensity of the incident IR beam. The PBG structure can be fabricated to filter any wavelength along its length by using slanted evaporation geometry [1]. Two alternative IR-PBG spectrometer designs are suggested, as shown in Fig. 1. In the first design, the blackbody radiation is collimated using a pinhole, passed through a chamber containing the analyte, and is spectrally filtered by the movable IR-PBG structure. Finally, an integrative IR detector measures the total integrated intensity of the incoming electromagnetic (EM) wave [Fig. 1(a)]. Alternatively, as a second design, a concave mirror can be used to obtain a paraxial IR beam and an array of bolometers is used to measure intensity simultaneously with respect to filter position corresponding to a specific wavelength [Fig. 1(b)].

First, the working principle of the IR-PBG spectrometer will be described using a bolometer-array-based design since it is easier to demonstrate the
utility of the variable PBG filter in the static configuration. Low-cost bolometer arrays are available for IR imaging [12], which further makes this design favorable. The bolometer array is arranged parallel to the variable filter so that each bolometer only measures a spectrally filtered EM radiation. In the absence of an analyte, each bolometer will record a background intensity corresponding to its spatial position with respect to the filter. In the presence of an analyte, the recorded signal of each bolometer will be multiplied by the corresponding spectroscopic transmittance of the analyte molecules. Therefore, any change in a bolometer signal will be due to an absorption peak of the analyte. In this way, the whole absorption spectrum of the analyte molecules can be obtained simultaneously and restricted either by the spatial resolution of the bolometer array or the cavity mode bandwidth.

On the other hand, the movable-filter-based design can overcome this spatial resolution restriction by introducing a mechanical data collection step. In this design a single IR detector, sensitive in the range of the measurement, is used behind the IR filter. The selected wavelength is filtered by shifting the variable filter with respect to the pinhole and the detector. After a background scan is taken without the analyte for each position of the filter (i.e., for each wavelength), the analyte is inserted and a second scan is taken. The position-dependent intensity difference can be obtained from

$$I(x) = \int_{\lambda_L}^{\lambda_U} I_S(\lambda) T_{\text{PBG}}(\lambda, x) D(\lambda) [T_A(\lambda) - 1] d\lambda,$$

where $I_S(\lambda)$ is the spectral intensity of a blackbody, $T_{\text{PBG}}(\lambda, x)$ is the transmission spectrum of the PBG filter at position $x$, $T_A(\lambda)$ is the transmission spectrum of the analyte, $D(\lambda)$ is the frequency response of the IR detector, and $\lambda_L$ and $\lambda_U$ are the lower and upper detection limits of the IR detector. While the filter is shifted along its axis behind the pinhole, the total integrated intensity will change abruptly when the filtered wavelength coincides with the absorption peak of the analyte. In effect, the same abrupt change in the integrated intensity, in principle, can be obtained without a background scan.

The PBG structure with 7 + 8 quarter-wave stacks of As$_2$S$_3$/GAST system is simulated using the transfer matrix method (TMM). A blackbody source with an emission peak at 4.5 $\mu$m (650 K) is selected as the IR source. The PBG structure with 7 + 8 quarter-wave stacks of an As$_2$S$_3$ GAST system is simulated using an incoherent layer transfer matrix method (TMM). The calculated transmittance, $I_S(\lambda) T_{\text{PBG}}(\lambda, x) T_A(\lambda)$, and the intensity difference obtained from Eq. (1) are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) as a function of position. The absorption line can be clearly resolved, which enables the molecular detection of the analyte [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. In this simulation, a flat frequency response is used for the IR detector.

The resolution of the spectrometer depends on multiple design parameters. In the second design, the bandwidth of the passband (30–60 nm) is the limiting factor. In an ideal design that uses a larger number of layers in the PBG structure, the width of the transmission band can be further reduced. The thickness gradient, along with the resolution bandwidth, determines the minimum separation between bolometer-array elements. In our case, an ideal array element spacing of about 500 $\mu$m is calculated for optimal resolution. In principle, the spacing can be made close to the wavelength, reducing the overall size of the spectrometer. The sensitivity of the system depends on further design parameters. Overall sensitivity is a function of the path length between the IR source and the sensor array, as well as the noise properties of the bolometers. In principle, the sensitivity can be improved using a multi-pass cavity and a bolometer array with a high dynamic range and low noise floor. An important feature of the design is simultaneous detection of multiple wavelengths using a bolometer array, resulting in the rejection of nonspecific effects, such as short- and long-term fluctuations in the light source intensity or environmental temperature fluctuations.
3. Fabrication of Variable Photonic Bandgap Filter

Next, we fabricated the spatially variable IR-PBG filter as shown in Fig. 3. Utilizing the fact that the cavity mode and the PBG scale linearly with the quarter-wave-stack thicknesses, we evaporated 20 layers of As$_2$S$_3$ and Ge$_{15}$As$_{25}$Se$_{15}$Te$_{45}$ with a 40° slant on a silicon substrate to obtain a position-dependent stop band and a cavity mode. The fabrication process is described in detail in Ref. [1]. The position-dependent PBG and cavity mode are measured using a FTIR microscope (Bruker Vertex 70 Hyperion), as shown in Fig. 4. The cavity mode shifts from 2.0 to 8.0 μm along a 60 mm long silicon substrate, resulting a 0.1 nm per micrometer resolution.

The FWHM of the cavity mode varies from 50 to 80 nm along the filter length.

4. Measurements and Results

The detection performance of the spectrometer is demonstrated using carbon dioxide gas as an analyte; this gas has a pronounced IR absorption peak at 4.3 μm. We used a FTIR system’s blackbody source and detector to measure the total intensity independent of wavelength. The FTIR system’s blackbody source and its detector are used in the measurements. However, we emphasize that the detector is only used to obtain a total intensity over a definite wavelength range. The PBG filter is mounted on a movable stage and placed inside the FTIR sample compartment. The incoming beam is passed through pinholes to block the background incident radiation. A background spectrum is obtained for each position of the PBG filter after flushing the sample compartment with nitrogen. Next the chamber is filled with...
In the present work we have demonstrated the detection of a gaseous analyte by spatially scanning a variable PBG filter. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 2, a bolometer-array-based design can remove the movable parts. Even though, for imaging purposes, high-sensitivity bolometers are required, in the case of chemical sensing, the light source can be chosen with enough intensity to allow the use of relatively lower detectivity bolometer arrays. Combining our approach with low-cost bolometer arrays, it should be possible to fabricate IR spectrometers with no moving components, making this approach particularly suitable for portable sensing applications.

In addition, an IR-PBG spectrometer features multiple advantages over gas sensors that make use of adsorption or chemical effects. The primary advantage is the lifetime of the device. Typical gas sensors have relatively short lifetimes due to deterioration of the sensor due to environmental exposure. In principle, because no chemical interaction is present in a spectrometer, the lifetime of the sensor will be indefinite. Additionally, the selectivity of a spectrometer is important in distinguishing multiple components, and this type of sensor is, in principle, able to distinguish a large number of gases based on tabulated spectra. Typical bolometers feature 5 to 20 ms response times, which are limited by the thermal time constants of the device. The bolometer arrays can acquire full spectra within such a time constant. When an intense light source can be used, due to relaxed requirements on detectivity, a reduction of bolometer response time can be achieved by choosing a speed-optimized design. The setup requires minimal alignment, and features no moving parts. Therefore, the system can be particularly suitable in environmental monitoring applications for health or security purposes.
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